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COLlAPSE VII 

-
on Philosophical Alchimery, or 

Why All Chimeric Compositions are 

Philosophical Stones 

Gabriel Catren 
ustration by Cristian Turdera• 

If you have a philosophical stone, do you therefore alro 
have a mathematical and artistic stone? etc. 

I have always dreamed and attempted something else, with 

the pa.tiena of an alchemist, ready to sacrifice all vanity and 

all satisfaction, as in the past one burned his furniture and 

the beams of his roof, tn feed the furnace of the Great Wmt. 
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The system of faculties of a local subject is a prism that, 

according to the different possible interests of reason 

and the concomitant entanglements of facu lties, refracts 

exp erience onto different abstract planes or sections 
(e.g. theoretical, ethical, esthetical, affective, etc.) . 

We shall call mode of thought a discipline that aims 
to mediate the limits of the regional historical world 
that surrounds the subject according to a particular 
abstract plane of experience. Each mode of thought (e.g. 
science, politics, arts, psychoanalysis, etc.) defines a 
monochromatic trans-regional- or universal-oriented 
gradient of mediation coplanar to the corresponding 
spectral section. Philosophical reason is a systematic or 
trans-modal regime of thought, that is to say a regime 
of thought transversal to the different planes, whose 
goal is to compose concrete polychromatic mediators 
by bringing the abstract vectors of mediation into 
concert. Such a philosophical concrete synthesizer 
produces, from the spectral decomposition of experi
ence provided by the abstract modes of thought, a 
polyphanic overcoming of a regional field of experi
ence. The constitutive abstract trans-rcgionality of 
the diverse modes of thought is thus enriched with 
a concrete operatic trans-modality. This means that 
systematic philosophy should not be understood in 
terms of a volatile overarching encyclopedic survey 
of the different interests of reason, but rather as a 
katabatic deepening of the bottomless concreteness of 
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trans-modal experience. We shall then call philosophical 
stone the adamant converging pole of the concrescent 

operations carried on by a particular process of trans

modal philosophical synthesis. The orchestration of 

a philosophical stone requires an amalgrammation 

of the local grammars that literalize the diverse modes of 

thought into a unique grimoire, and the arrangement 

of the regulative ideas that provide different prismatic 

orientations in thinking into a single constellation. The 

very possibility of this philosophical arsmagna relies on 
the following theses: firstly, that every regional environ
ing world is immersed in a unique non-horizontal (i.e. 
non-archc-earth-centred) universal field of experience; 
secondly, that every abstract mode of thought is a 
section of one and the same concrete field of experi
ence; and lastly, that every form of transcendentally
determined intentional experience is an immanental 
reflexive self-experience of the impcr~onal field itself. 
This universal and concrete field of zmmanental self
experience will be called absolute. It follows that the 
dl·cr 1 t' e 1·deas that orient the labour of uerent regu a tv 
th b d S (e g the Verum, the Bonum, the 

e a stract mo e · · . 
p l h ) ·ust kalcidoscoptcal cases of the 
u c rum, etc. are J hil h' 1 

.d f h b 1 as such. To concoct a p osop tca t ea o t e a so ute . . . 
h.1 her begins by mscrtmg and dtssolv-

stonc the p 1 osop . 
· ' ·a: t prismatic modes of thought mto the 
tng the dmeren . Th ' /' or. . f d f oncrete cxpcncncc. ts zqut:.Jacho o 
solvent fiel 0 cdes of thought into a unique concrete 
the abstract mo 
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solution triggers a process of fertilizing corruption 

that proceeds by means of free associations, impure 

mixtures, transversal contagions, epiphytic transplan

tations, teratological combinatorial processes and 

communicant vessels of the highest connectivity. The 
monochromatic chastity of each abstract plane is thus 
(re)inserted into the universal menstruum (Novalis) of 
impure experience. In the wake of Hegel, we could say 
that the philosophical track towards the concrete must 
traverse the Spirit's treasury of this unconscious night, 
this dark chaos which contains every production of 
spirit in its destratified simplicity- a wealth of infinite 
theoretical representations, artistic percepts, imagina
tive schemes and eidetic poles.4 This absolution with 
respect to the prismatic foliation of experience permits 
the philosopher to attune himself to the monstrous 
parousia of the absolute in its uttermost ir!}inite (trans) 
versability (Nova! is) : 'only out of the chalice of this realm 
ojspirits,foamsjorth to him'5 the trans-modal mercurial 
menstruum. 

In order to compose a concrete organon of media
tion, the philosopher has to distill a particular set of 
spectral mediators from this cacophonical mixture. The 
ingression of these ingredients into the opus requires 

4· Cf. C.W. f. I lc.gcl, Hegel and the Huma11 Spirit. A tronslatio11 rif the ]ma 
L«S turrs 0!' tht. Phrwsoplry I![ Spirit (1805·6) trans. L. Rauch (Derroit: Wayne 

tate UniVersrty Press, 1983), 87. ' 

5. Cf. C.W.f. llcgel Phellommo/o .r s · · 'II (0 ford· 
Clarendon Press, 19h), 493_ 'KY f!J prnt, trans. A.V. Mr cr x · 
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--
,-ni1ening the composite by means of a spectral syn

thesisoftheir monochromatic gradients of mediation. 

The superposition of this linearly independent set of 

mediating vectors permits the philosopher to span and 

clear a multimodal theatre of operations. The philo

sophical alchimery enriches the resulting composite by 

means of transversal operations of internal consistency, 

operations that will permit the concrescence to hold 

Itself. The production of counterpoints between dif
ferent themes, the introduction of topological twists 

between the overlapping phenomenological sheaves, 
the extrapolation of the motifs far b eyond their natural 
d?mains, the chimerical wedding of disconnected 

~gdoms, the knitting of textural montages between 
d~vergent lines of escape, the compossibilisation of 
different harmonic keys, the tiling of multidimensional 
~usaics of glass beads, the potentialization of the 
dtfferent components to higher powers, the knotting 
of the relevant interests of reason in new sinthomatic 
ways - all these diagonal operations permit the phi
~osophcr to entangle the heterogeneous ingredients 
tnto a consolidated concrescence that overflows every 
single abstract section. Thanks to the lysergic injection 
of this korova lacta philosophica, the ingredients are 
joined together into a composite that, overcoming 
the state of a mere cultural juxtapositivc multiplicity, 
coagulata into a coalescence o_f mutual implicatioa. 
This CJDC fit a 1cioo allows the phil010pher to trarw•Uite 
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the volatility of the abstract modes into the downward 
weightiness of the concrete. Once the dissolve and 
coagulate phases are over, the furnace of the magnum 
opus, fed by the furniture and the beams of the roof 
that accommodate and shield the anchored existence 
upon the transcendental ear th, will ignite and propel 
a multistage-alembic. In the crimson phase of the trip, 
the alembic heads towards the supposed elementary, 
immediate and unilateral last instances of regional 
experience. The elementary grains which voxel the 
local historical world that surrounds the alchimerical 
theater, far from defining the outermost edges of any 
possible experience, result from a particular transcen
dental coarse-graining. In order to circumvent the 
narcotic hypostasis of these cut-offs and unground 
the local renormalization of experience, the opus has 
to mediate, resolve andjibrate the transcendental trellis 
and decompactify its co ncealed higher-dimensional 
abysses. In this way, the philosophical composite, 
being concocted in a particu lar - cultural, histori
cal, cosmological, linguistic - phenomenological 
horizon, will project itself towards the trans-regional 
interzone of manifestation disclosed beyond these 
contingent and permeable thresholds. Instead of trav
elling through the 3+1 spatiotemporal dimensions of 
the firmament painted on the underside of the outer 
sheltering umbrella, this sort of at-homencss-fired 
alembic-chuggabug tears open the firmament itself 
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10 frame in a new light a stereoscopical vision of the 

polyphanic landscape that appears through the lattice. 6 

This trans-modal 'vitrauxlisation'7 of the environing 

world is as philosophical as the fortuitous hierogamy 

of a sewing concrete machine and a doxical umbrella 
in a Klein retort (Lau treamont). Once the acclimatized 
integrity of the local Zabriskian atmosphere has been 
blown-up, the propelling furnace is turned off, the pre· 
modern orni-theological mystifications are 'right away 
roaporated in mists', and the bluish katabatic stage of the 
voyage begins. By dropping away the propelling stages, 
the remaining stoned kernel starts its groundless free· 
fan· mg into the nested unconcealed underworlds. The 
:onsistent unheard of combination of heterogeneous 
mgredicnts forms a sort of crystalline lens whereby a 
stereoscopic, atonal and polyphonic experience of the 
absolute- in the double sense of the genitive- takes a 
cleared place and pulses a diachronic time. The more 
concrete the philosophical stone is, the deeper the 
tnusaical descent into this nether yonder. 

G nari W1uJI is P#lilollJphy!, traruo. H . TOmlinson 
6. cr. G . [)e\eu>'C Nnd ~or:' Coi..;..bia University Preu, 1994), 203. 
and G. Burchell ( evt . . WI -'·Bru'-"• ..___,.,, mNt'"'-. IM& Iiijw. 

Ra ,._~ - ,.._ . ... _. ... . -·-
7. Cf. nakH ~,.;. ;,6nljnfll. cd. J. Salzano ( Bueno. Aira: Sanaap An:o. 
Apunus .,..,.,.., • 
editor, 2001), • 
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